(There are a number of corrections and variations between the VHS and DVD tail credits - a few are noted below).

Closing titles:

The End

This film is dedicated to a genius, a rebel, a pacifist, an eccentric with a clownering sense of humour who once remarked about his own theories "...I never thought that others would take them so much more seriously than I did..."

ALBERT EINSTEIN
1879 - 1955

This film is dedicated to a genius, a rebel, a pacifist, an eccentric with a clownering sense of humour who once remarked about his own theories "...I never thought that others would take them so much more seriously than I did..."

Albert Einstein
1879-1955
CAST

Albert Einstein          Yahoo Serious
Marie Curie              Odile Le Clezio
Preston Preston          John Howard
Mr. Einstein             Peewee Wilson
Mrs. Einstein            Su Cruickshank

LONELY ST. HOTEL
The Blonde               Lulu Pinkus
The Brunette             Kaarin Fairfax
Manager                  Michael Lake

BAVARIAN BREWERY
Wolfgang Bavarian        Jonathan Coleman
Rudy Bavarian            Johnny McCall

PATENT OFFICE
Desk Clerk               Michael Blaxland
Bright Clerk             Ray Fogo
Inventor Couple          Terry & Alice Pead
Nihilist                 Frank McDonald

SYDNEY UNIVERSITY
Bursar                   Tony Harvey
Lecturer                 Tim Elliot
Droving Student          Ray Winslade
Randy Student            Ian 'Danno' Rogerson
Prudish Student          Wendy de Waal
Chinese Student          P. J. Voeten

THE KIDS
Peter Zakrzewski
Sally Zakrzewski
Zanzi Mann
Conky Heygate
Shannen de Villermont
Mark Bell

Dogs                      Albert Heygate
                         Wombat
LUNATIC ASYLUM
Lunatic Professor: Warren Coleman
Ernest Rutherford: Glenn Butcher
Brian Asprin: Steve Abbott
Nurse: Russell Cheek
Gate Guard: Warwick Irwin
Scientists Guard: Keith Heygate
Cat Pie Cook: Roger Ward
Asylum Guard: Ted Reid
Crazed Lunatic: Martin Raphael
Dangerous Lunatics: The Film Crew

CURIE ESTATE
Mr. Curie: Max Meldrum
Mrs. Curie: Rose Jackson

SCIENCE ACADEMY AWARDS
Charles Darwin: Basil Clarke
Marconi: Adam Bowen
Wilbur Wright: Esben Storm
Sigmund Freud: Tim McKew
Freud's Mother: Phillipa Baker
Lumiere Brothers: Geoff Aldridge
Hugh Wayland
Thomas Edison: Ian James Tait
African Lady: Aku Kadogo
Emotional Mother: Margot Ross
Baby Scientist: Madeleine Ross
Clarke Gable: Nick Conroy
Admiral Shackleton: Michael Shirley
Darwin's Bodyguards: Ollie Hall
Christian Manon
Drunk: John Even Hughes
Bavarian Band: Sylvester's Sextet
Polka Dancers: Rhonvic Brolga Dancers
Darwin's Beagle: Pepper Soudakoff

EINSTEIN FARM
Tasmanian Devil: Johnny McCall
Country Girl Fans: Megan Shapcott
Inge Burke
Aboriginal Dancer
Georgie Parker

News Cameraman
David Ngoom

Country Yokels
Wick Wilson

Crew
David Roach
Colin Gibson

Humourist
David Roach

First Assistant Director
Keith Heygate

Production Manager
Antonia Barnard

Casting by FORCAST
Michael Lynch

Choreographer
Aku Kadogo

Senior Art Directors
Steve Marr
Laurie Faen
Colin Gibson
Ron Highfield

Second Assistant Director
Murray Robertson

Third Assistant Directors
P. J. Voeten
Maria Phillips

Camera Operator
Jeff 'Ace' Darling

Second Unit Cameraman
John Swaffield
Garry Wapshott
Jeremy Robbins
Roger Buckingham

Camera Assistants
Garry Phillips
Jason Wingrove
Conrad Slack
Susi Stitt

Clapper Loaders
Mark Pidcock
Kathryn Millis

Camera Attachment
Mandy Hanak
Vivian Zink
Carolyn Johns

Gaffers
Rick McMullen
Michael Adcock

Best Boys
Shaun Conway
Paul Booth

Key Grip and Hero
Brendan Shanley

Grip
Tony Larkins

Assistant Grips
Murray Francis
Rourke Crawford-Flett
Kerry Jackson
Bernard Slattery

Location Consultant
George Mannix

Unit/Location Managers
Tic Carroll
Ken Moffat
Geoffrey Guifre

Sound Recordists
Geoff Grist
Max Hensser
Paul Brincat

Boom Operators
Stephen Henley
Paul Gleesoon
Graham McKinney
Sue Kerry

Hair Designer
Wendy de Waal

Assistant Hairdresser
Bruce Israel

Make-up Artists
Sherry Hubbard
Robern Pickering
Angela Conti
Wendy Sainsbury

Wardrobe Designer & Supervisor
Susan Bowden

Wardrobe Designer
Mishi Watts

Stand-by Wardrobe
Susie Pullen

Dressmaker
Mel Dykes

Wardrobe Co-ordinators
Robyn Elliott
Jenny Miles
Fiona Nicholls

Seamstress
Caroline Weight

Safety Officer
Rocky McDonald

Stunts
Yahoo Serious

Rigger
Tim Bold

Comic Associate (Business)
Brian Rosen

Continuity
Alison Goodwin
Jan Newland

Production Secretary
Sue Pemberton

Extras Casting
Kate Ingham

2nd. Unit Assistant Director
Michael Faranda

Production Accountant
Lea Collins

Assistant Accountant
Rosemary Stephenson

Special FX - Asylum
Patrick Fitzgerald

Special FX - Science Academy
Steve Courtley
Laurie Faen
Pauline Grebert
Atomic Bomb Explosion
Steve 'Mushroom Cloud' Courtley

Horse Wranglers
Ray Winslade
Bill Church
Rodney Sanson
Jeff Sanson

Animal Wranglers
Max & Dale Aspin
Lizard & Cockroach Wrangler
Glen Pead
Additional Art Direction
Stuart Way
Assistant Art Directors
Martin Say
Peter Harris

Construction Managers
Marcus Erasmus
Michael Makin

Surfologist
Robert Ashton
Collapsing Dunny Specialist
Dick Weight
Model Maker
Peter Wyborn
Surfboard Design
Nat Young
Art Department Co-ordinators
Julie-Anne Mills
Kate Highfield

Props Buyers
Joy Thompson
Helen Macaskill
Production Runners
Tim Callaghan
Jack Ritchie
David Field
Garry Jones

Catering
MMK, Chris Smith,
Kollage, Taste Buddies
Nurse
Maggie McKay

Assistance to Production
Bob Dickson
Glen Pead
Jacqueline Lawson
Marcus Skipper
Sandy Chong
John Spiro
Clem Ashford
Roxanne Wilson

Albert surfs in
RIP CURL WETSUITS

POST PRODUCTION
Supervising Film Editor  Yahoo Serious  
Editors  David Roach  
       Neil Thumpston  
       Peter Whitmore  
       Amanda Robson  

Assembly Editors  David Stiven  
                   Chris Peppe  

Assistant Editors  Antony Gray  
                  Julia Gelhard  
                  Soulla Alexandrou  
                  Andrew Lloyd  
                  Michael Beauman  
                  Karin Whittington  
                  Malcolm Smith  

Dialogue Editors  Annie Breslin  
                  Ashley Grenville  

Assistant Dialogue Editors  Raj Oakley  
                           Robert Werner  
                           Sally Fitzpatrick  
                           Alan Dungey  

Dialogue Re-recording  Angus Robertson  
                       John Herron  

Dialogue Mixers  Martin Oswin  
                 Phil Heywood  
                 Ian McLoughlin  

Animal Voice  Hamish Hughes  

Post Production Accountants  Androulla  
                            Joan Macintosh  

Opticals  Richard 'Matte' Springett  
         Colorfilm  

Assistant  Tim Trumble  

Animation  Flicks Animation  

Post Production Facilities  Spectrum Films  

Laboratories  Colorfilm  
             Atlab  

Laboratory Liaison  Peter Willard  
                   Janet Thornton  

Colour Grading  Tim Waygood  
               Kathy Stevanovic
(VHS credits for colour grading are Alan Hansen
Tony Manning
Janet Thornton was added as a laboratory liaison on the DVD)

Negative Matching: Karen Clarke
Title: Optical & Graphic
Graphic Design: Lulu
Sound FX Editor: Steve Burgess
Additional Sound FX Editing: John Nutt, Bruce Lamshed, Ashley Grenville
Foley Artist: Gerard Long
Sound Assistant: Peter Clancy

Sound and Dialogue mixed at
Soundfirm, Melbourne: Roger Savage
Colorfilm, Sydney: Peter Fenton

Final Sound Mix
Saul Zaentz Company, San Francisco

Supervising Re-recording Mixer: David Parker
Re-recording Engineers: Richard Beggs, Dale Strumple
Music Engineers
Robin Gray
Mike Stavrou
Nick Launay
Richard Lush

Rock Session Musicians
Ken Francis
Kirk L'Orange
Roger Mason
Rick Chadwick
Sunil Da Silva
Nick Lyons
Jason Morphett

Orchestra Leaders
Ron Leighton
Robert Ingram

Harmonies
The Song Company

Fat Opera Voice
Jocelyn Pinkus

Orchestral Music Performed by
Victorian Philharmonic Orchestra

Additional Score
Maurie Sheldon
Simon Walker

Music Editor
David Roach

SONGS

'Great Southern Land'
Composed by Iva Davies
Performed by 'Icehouse'
Published by Catsongs Pty Ltd.
Courtesy of Chrysalis Records Inc. & Regular Records Pty. Ltd.

'Hungry Town'*
Composed by Oleh Witer and 'Big Pig'
Performed by 'Big Pig'
Produced by Nick Launay Etienne Conod & 'Big Pig'
Mixed by Nick Launay
Published by Mushroom Music Pty. Ltd. & Big Pig Music
Courtesy of A & M Records, Inc.

'I Hear Motion'*
Composed by Sean Kelly, Andrew Duffield, James Freud & Barton Price
Performed by ‘Models’
Produced by Nick Launay
Published by Mushroom Music Pty. Ltd.

‘The Music Goes Round My Head’*
Composed by Harry Vanda & George Young
Performed by ‘The Saints’
Published by J. Albert & Son Pty. Ltd.

‘At First Sight’*
Composed by Domenic Mariani
Performed by ‘The Stems’
Produced by Alan Thorne, Domenic Mariani & Guy Gray
Published by Mushroom Music Pty. Ltd.

‘Weirdo Libido’
Composed by Mick Blood & Daryl Mather
Performed by ‘The Lime Spiders’
Produced by Cameron Allan
Published by Virgin Music Aust. Pty. Ltd.
Courtesy of Virgin Records Aust. Pty. Ltd.

‘Great Big Brain’
Lyrics by Serious & Roach
Music arranged by William Motzing

‘The Good, The Bad & The Ugly’
Composed by Ennio Morricone

‘Dumb Things’*
Composed by Paul Kelly
Performed by Paul Kelly & The Messengers
Produced by Martin Armiger & Paul Kelly
Re-mixed by Alan Thorne & Paul Kelly
Published by Mushroom Music Pty. Ltd., Courtesy of A & M Records Inc.

‘Rock and Roll Music’
Composed by Chuck Berry
Performed by ‘Mental As Anything’
(Courtesy of C.B.S. Records)
Produced by Steve James
Young Einstein Sound Track
is available on
A & M Records
and
Mushroom Records & Tapes (Australia & N.Z.) - *logo

*Re-produced by kind permission of Mushroom Records Pty. Ltd.

(\textbf{The Mushroom credit is on the VHS edition but not the US DVD})

Equipment Supplied by
Samuelson's Film Service
Lenses and Panaflex Camera by
Panavision ®
Unit Publicity
The Rea Francis Company
Transport
Showtravel Tours
Airline
Ansett Australia
Legal Services
Hart, Frankel & Co. (Aust.)
Cooper, Epstein
& Hurewitz (U.S.A.)

Thanks to
Melanie Cook
Lloyd Hart, Ron Monitz

Underwritten by
The Macquarie Bank Ltd. Group
Thanks to Peter McMahon, Peter Gray, Robin Crawford & David Poole

Management Company
Burbank Films Ltd.
Thanks to Rupert Cattell, Graham McGregor, John Darling

Investors' Representative
Burns Philp Trustee Company Ltd.
Thanks to Remo Barbaresco & Jenkin Thomas

Completion Guarantor
Film Finances Ltd.
Thanks to Richard Soames & Sue Armstrong

The Producers gratefully acknowledge the financial assistance of the
Australian Film Commission
Thanks to Kim Williams, Phillip Adams,
Malcolm Smith, Penny Chapman & Richard Keys

The Director wishes
to gratefully acknowledge and thank
His Mum & Dad
His Girlfriend
His Mates
The Australian Society of Beer Drinkers
The People of Cessnock and Newcastle

Robyn Burke Milt Goldstein
Alan Finney Bob Reid
Linda Pead Learne Zakrzewski
Melanie Cook John Zakrzewski
Kevin Wall Margot Ross
Lawrence Bassoff Gary Borman
Amy Wells Warwick Teece
Walter Shore Arthur Pead

Dolby Stereo ®
In Selected Theatres - *logo*
Filmed on location in Sydney, The Hunter Valley, The Blue Mountains, Bells Beach Victoria, The Snowy Mountains and the Northern Territory of Australia
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a Serious Film. *(In longform writing)*

Distributed by
Warner Bros
WB - *logo*
Title added for VHS release after roller has finished and faded to black:

'(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction'
Written by Mick Jagger and Keith Richards
Published by ABKCO Music, Inc.